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The City of Edmonton Southeast to West Light Rail Transit 
(LRT) project will deliver a city shaping  urban-style low-
floor LRT system that supports city’s vision for a 
“sustainable, livable city where more people use transit as 
a preferred transportation choice”
ConnectEd Transit Partnership (CTP) led by AECOM was 
awarded the preliminary design on August 2011
Value Engineering workshop was held in October 2011:
◦ Review and confirm concept design 
◦ Collect and evaluate creative ideas which can be used to increase 

the value of the Southeast to West Light Rail Transit Project
This presentation will discuss how risk based design was 
incorporated in the job plan, the integration of risk 
analysis and value engineering, the challenges of 
facilitating a workshop with a large number of participants



The LRT Network Plan, which 
was approved by City Council, 
is designed to meet the 
objectives of the City of 
Edmonton’s Transportation 
Master Plan and Municipal 
Development Plan. 
This project is intended to 
encourage green, compact, 
integrated, urban-style long-
term growth, while meeting the 
City’s current and future 
transportation needs
27 km of urban-style, street-
level track, extending from 
Lewis Estates on the west side 
of the city to Mill Woods in the 
southeast corner



• Key Figures
• 29 Stops
• 5 Transit Centers
• 5 Bridges
• 2 Tunnels
• Elevated track from West 

Edmonton Mall to Misericordia
• Travel time from end to end: 

approximately 60 minutes



Key Milestones

Task Start/Completion Date
Public Involvement & Communications 2011 onward
Light Rail Vehicle Selection Criteria, Operating Plan & 
Design Guideline 

September 2011 – January 
2012 

Field Data Collection September 2011 – June 2012 
Preliminary Engineering January 2012 – September 

2013
Land Acquisition 2010 onward



Risk based design has been used in various 
engineering disciplines to account for 
uncertainty in the design
Uncertainty is “The gap between the 
information required to estimate an outcome 
and the information already possessed by the 
decision maker.” (CII 1989)
Design uncertainty could be associated with:
◦ Design assumptions
◦ Measured parameters used in the design
◦ Design methodology



Risk Based Design approach was proposed by (CTP) in 
the design proposal as a value-added innovation and 
was accepted by the City of Edmonton
The following summarizes the benefits of adopting 
risk based design:
1. Flexibility for accommodating  Alternative project 

delivery methods (P3, CM, DB)
2. Flexibility for prioritized staging and implementation
3. Other benefits: 

a) Increase cost estimate accuracy, with higher focus on higher 
risk design work packages (tunnel, river crossing) the 
project cost estimate will be more accurate; 

b) Schedule: advancing design decisions regarding high risk 
work packages at early stages will mitigate the risk of 
design delay and rework at later stages, if any issue is 
delayed.                    
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Due to the implementation of the design risk 
based approach, planning and facilitating the 
value engineering workshop was adjusted 
during: 
◦ Pre-workshop stage was adjusted to adapt for the 

risk based design 
◦ Workshop facilitation stage was adjusted to adapt 

for large number of participants 



Pre-workshop phase activities:
◦ Obtain owner’s support for the job plan, 

responsibilities, and roles. 
◦ Develop scope and objective for the Value Study 
◦ Obtain project data
◦ Obtain key documentation 
◦ Identify and prioritize strategic issues of concern 
◦ Develop study focus/team members
◦ Review project cost/develop information model 
◦ Determine the owner’s measure of success
◦ Determine the owner’s constraints
◦ Plan for project tour



Pre-workshop stage:
◦ Develop study focus:

Selection was done based on:
Previous similar project (north LRT); 

work-package & expected cost of risk
Owner & Designer perceived high risk areas

New features with high risk 
◦ Select team members:

Team members were selected including:
City of Edmonton departments – LRT Design and 
Construction, Urban Planning, Edmonton Transit, Parks, 
Transportation, and Drainage
ConnectEd consulting team (design lead and senior 
designers) 
International advisors representing 6 countries (US, UK, 
Norway, Sweden, Finland, and Germany)
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Five groups 
were identified
G1, G3, G4, G5 
based on the 
risk analysis 
conducted for 
previous project

• G2 Owner & 
Designer 
perceived high 
risk area

Group Focus
G1 Operation and Maintenance 

Philosophy 
G2 Sustainable Urban Integration 
G3 Structures- Tunnel & Bridges   
G4 Track & Roadway 
G5 Systems  



Workshop facilitation stage:
◦ Workshop Objectives:

Review and confirm concept design 
Generate creative ideas to increase the project value:

Higher functionality
Lower cost with same or higher functionality

◦ Due to huge number of participants (64 participants), 
the participants were divided into the five groups and for 
each group a leader was assigned

◦ Group leaders were informed of the process
◦ The five groups worked simultaneously, each in their 

focus
◦ At the end of each day each group presents their 

findings and progress







Group Total Ideas Ideas with GFI 7+
Operation and 
Maintenance 
Philosophy

68 14, plus 17 
design 
suggestions

Sustainable Urban 
Integration

38 18

Structures 62 28

Track & Roadway 198 93
Systems 144 105

Results: 509 ideas, 241 worth pursuing 



After the workshop the ideas were consolidated and later 
revaluated by the project team. 121 ideas were carried 
forward for further investigation, 93 fell under thirteen 
major categories:
1. 170 to 178 St Study
2. Communications Based Train Control (CBTC)
3. Lewis Estates/Secondary Storage and Cleaning Facility
4. Light Rail Vehicles (LRVs)
5. Overhead Catenary System (OCS) Study
6. Operations and Maintenance Facility (OMF) Optimization
7. Quarters Tunnel
8. River Valley
9. Snow Removal
10. Systems/Signals
11. Track Structure
12. Wagner/75 St
13. Whitemud Station/Park and Ride/Transit Centre/Bus Bridge



The following summarizes the current status:
◦ ConnectEd Transit Partnership (CTP) conducting the 

thirteen major studies 
◦ Risk Analysis was conducted and the design level of 

effort was adjusted based on the risk exposure 
◦ The team is following up on the VE ideas and 

implementation plan was established. 



For risk based design It is crucial to incorporate 
risk based design concept in the workshop stage 
to bring focus to the most important areas
Value Engineering process is flexible and 
successful in delivering value added ideas. 
Selecting the right team members is key for 
success
The project design has advanced since and full 
risk analysis has been conducted; the project 
team is committed to the value engineering 
process
Risk-based approach fulfilled objectives of 
flexibility for delivery methodology and staging 


